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Abstract

Hertrampf's locally de nable acceptance types showed that many complexity classes can
be de ned in terms of polynomially time bounded NTM's with simple local conditions on
the nodes of its computation tree, rather than global concepts like number of accepting
paths etc. We introduce extended locally de nable acceptance types as a generalization of
Hertrampf's concept in order to formally capture exactly all classes that are de nable by
simple local conditions in an intuitive sense. Among the new characterizable classes are
UP and MODZk P. We show how di erent types of oracle access, e.g. guarded access, can
be characterized by this model. This sheds new light on the discussion on how to access
unambiguous computation. We present simple functions that describe precisely objects of
current research as the unambiguous oracle, alternation, and promise hierarchies. We exhibit
the new class UAP which seems to be an unambiguous analogue of Wagner's rP. UAP (and
thus rP) contains Few and is currently the smallest class known with this property.

1 Introduction
Many classes of central interest in structural complexity theory are de ned via polynomially
time bounded Turing machines (TM's). A word w, for example, belongs to the language of a
nondeterministic TM M , if M has on input w at least one accepting path. Many other acceptance mechanisms exist that are de ned via numbers of accepting paths. Recently Hertrampf
introduced an evaluation scheme for nondeterministic TM's (NTM's) which relies on evaluation
of simple functions to be done locally in the nodes of a computation tree rather than to demand
global conditions on it [11]. Using only OR as local functions yields NP, while AND yields
Co NP. Allowing both OR and AND results in the class PSPACE. This simple concept, called
locally de nable acceptance type, is capable to characterize many more important complexity
classes, among them P, 1-NP, all levels of the polynomial hierarchy as well as all levels of the
boolean hierarchy over NP (see [10, 11]).
There exists, however, a large eld of interesting classes which do not seem to be characterizable in terms of locally de nable acceptance types, though they can intuitively be described
by simple local conditions, among them the class UP de ned via unambiguous TM's [16]. Unambiguous complexity classes are closely connected to the existence of one-way functions and
public-key crypto systems [8, 14]. Though they were always objects of central interest, just now
there are attempts to examine them even more closely by analyzing di erent types of oracle and
alternation hierarchies built on unambiguous classes, as well as negative and positive relativization results [3]. The approach to build hierarchies has proven to be very fruitful in the case
of NP. It is one aim of this paper to fully characterize all in an intuitive sense locally de nable
complexity classes. In order to do so, we extend Hertrampf's de nition of locally de nable acceptance types to capture also UP and related classes, as well as classes derived by di erent kinds
of relativized unambiguous classes. In contrast to the classes of the polynomial time hierarchy
there are a lot of reasonable possibilities for oracle access to unambiguous computations. Cai,
Hemachandra, and Vyskoc [3] regard guarded and fault-tolerant access. A uniform concept that
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is able to characterize all of the classes derived in these ways and the corresponding concepts
seems to be very helpful in further investigations in this area. We extend Hertrampf's locally
de nable acceptance types to extended locally de nable acceptance types. We show that extended
locally de nable acceptance types can characterize at least as many classes as locally de nable
acceptance types. Moreover, the class of characterizable classes is closed under complement,
polynomially bounded existential and universal quanti cations and all other closure properties
of [11]. In addition it is also closed under some closure properties which were introduced by
Hemachandra. These include 9! and 8!. The new characterizable classes include UP, Co UP,
UPk , MODZk P and all levels of the unambiguous alternation, oracle, and promise hierarchies.
Please note that our concept is not more complicated than Hertrampf's one and that proves
are not harder. We claim that extended locally de nable acceptance types capture exactly the
intuitive notion of \being de nable by simple local conditions".
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section we start de ning
extended locally de nable acceptance types and explain the di erence to Hertrampf's original de nition. In the third section we provide characterizations of UP, MODZk P, UAP and
demonstrate the closure of extended locally de nable acceptance types under several complexity
theoretic operators and relativization. Finally, in Section 4 we investigate access to unambiguous computations within the framework of extended locally de nable acceptance types and, in
particular, study guarded access to unambiguous computations.
We assume the reader to be familiar with standard notations of computational complexity
theory. In particular, we denote by L(M ) the language accepted by a TM M and by L(M; A)
the language accepted by an oracle TM with access to oracle A. jjM (w)jj denotes the number
of accepting paths of machine M on input w. All further special notations will be introduced
before they are used. Due to lack of space some results appear without proof. Mainly proofs
are omitted for results where similar techniques as in Hertrampf's work [11] apply. A full paper
containing all proofs is available.

2 Extended locally de nable acceptance types
Goldschlager and Parberry [7] introduced so-called extended Turing machines in order to generalize the concept of alternating Turing machines [4]. They studied the power of nondeterministic,
time-bounded Turing machines with an altered manner of acceptance. Instead of only labeling
the states (and thus in a straightforward way also the con gurations) of the machine just with
AND (universal), OR (existential), NOT (negating), ACCEPT or REJECT, as it is done in
alternating Turing machines, they allowed states to be labelled with a larger range of functions,
in particular, the two-input Boolean functions. Recently, Hertrampf [11] further generalized this
concept by permitting any functions from m-valued logic for some xed integer m rather than
only from Boolean logic as Goldschlager and Parberry did. In [10], Hertrampf gave a complete
classi cation of the case when three-valued logic is allowed. He showed that with locally de nable
acceptance types, as he called the above concept, it is possible to characterize several important
complexity classes (e.g. the whole polynomial time hierarchy [15]) in a uni ed framework.
In this paper we further extend Hertrampf's de nition [11] of locally de nable acceptance
types for polynomial time machines in order to characterize even more complexity classes in a
uni ed framework (e.g. UP [16] as a simple case) than Hertrampf did. We begin with de ning
the basic notions of this and Hertrampf's work.

De nition 1 Let m be an integer, m  2. A function from m-valued logic is a function from
f0; : : :; m ? 1gr into f0; : : :; m ? 1g for some natural number r greater than 0.
The set f0; : : :; m ? 1g is called the base set for the domain and codamain of f . Clearly,

the restriction to natural numbers in the above de nition only has been done for reasons of
convenience. Subsequently we will make extensively use of the fact that symbols not equal to
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numbers can be encoded as those in a straightforward way. In addition, we x that always an
extra value ? is available for m-valued functions, which is not explicitly mentioned as a member
of the base set. (Nevertheless we speak of m-valued and not of (m + 1)-valued functions.)
Whenever a function of m-valued logic has an argument evaluating to ?, then the function
evaluates to ?. The meaning of ? can be understood as \unde ned". We say that all functions
from m-valued logic are \strict" with respect to ?.
De nition 2 An (extended) m-valued locally de nable acceptance type is a set F of functions
from m-valued logic. The base set of F is the union of the base sets of its functions. An
(extended) locally de nable acceptance type is called nite if F is a nite set. An F -machine M
is a polynomially time bounded NTM, where each con guration with r successors is labeled by
a function f 2 F [ fidg with arity r, dependent only on the state of M . (Here id denotes the
identity on the base set of F .) Leaves in the computation tree are labeled with an integer from
f0; : : :; m ? 1g dependent on the state. On input w to nodes in the computation tree values are
assigned as follows: The value of a leaf is the integer, the leaf is labeled with. An inner node
c, labeled with f and having successors c1; : : :; cr with values v1 ; : : :; vr , has value f (v1; : : :; vr ).
The value of the root of the computation tree is the result of M .
De nition 3 A language L is a member of the complexity class [F ]P, i there is an F -machine
M such that the result of M on input w is 1 if w 2 L and 0 if w 2= L.
For the ease of notation we call a class of languages C locally de nable i C = [F ]P for some
extended locally de nable acceptance type F . To compare this to Hertrampf's locally de nable
acceptance types, we now give his de nition. There seems to be hardly any di erence. However,
in the case of extended locally de nable acceptance types, the F -machine must guarantee for all
inputs w that the result is either 0 or 1, no other result is allowed. Thus it is no longer possible
to diagonalize over F -machines, since it is undecidable whether an F -machine has this property.
Also, some classes [F ]P may lack to have complete problems.
De nition 4 [11] A language L is a member of (F )P, i there is an F -machine M such that
the result of M on input w is 1 if w 2 L and the result is di erent from 1 if w 2= L.
Our de nition seems to be a natural extension of Goldschlager's and Parberry's de nition [7]
for two-valued logic. In [7] a word is accepted i the root of the computation tree evaluates to 1.
If in m-valued logic the codomain may have m di erent values, why shouldn't we nevertheless
demand that the root of the computation tree comes to a clear answer, i.e., saying \yes" (resp.
accepting) or saying \no" (resp. rejecting a particular input word). By way of contrast, Hertrampf de nes his locally de nable acceptance types to accept i the root evaluates to 1 and to
reject if it evaluates to 0; 2; 3; : : :; m ? 1. Moreover, the such de ned extended locally de nable
acceptance types will prove to be as powerful as Hertrampf's locally de nable acceptance types
and, in addition, provide characterizations of several important complexity classes in the realm
of unambiguous computations which seem not to be amenable by Hertrampf's de nition. Naturally the question arises whether extended locally de nable acceptance types for polynomial time
machines really are more powerful than locally de nable acceptance types, i.e., does there exist
a class C which is characterizable by extended locally de nable acceptance types, but not by
locally de nable acceptance types? This question is tightly connected to a major open problem
in complexity theory [9]. Let LF = f hM; wi j M is a F -TM and w 2 L(M ) g. LF is complete for (F )P, so each class characterizable by locally de nable acceptance types has complete
languages. We will see (Theorem 11) that UP is characterizable in terms of extended locally
de nable acceptance types. As a consequence, the following theorem gives strong evidence that
extended locally de nable acceptance types are a \proper extension".
Theorem 5 Extended locally de nable acceptance types are more powerful then locally de nable
acceptance types, unless UP has complete sets.
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Though we do not know, whether UP has complete sets (there are both positive and negative
relativizations, see [9]), we cannot hope to nd a characterization of UP in terms of a locally
de nable acceptance type, unless this question is solved. On the other hand, extended locally
de nable acceptance types (like locally de nable acceptance types) for polynomial time machines
are at most as powerful as PSPACE.

Proposition 6 For all extended locally de nable acceptance types F it holds that [F ]P  PSPACE.
Proof. The claim is a simple consequence of the fact that a polynomial space bounded ma-

chine M always can make a depth rst search on the computation tree of a polynomial time
machine. Thus it may compute the values of all nodes of the computation tree of an F -machine.

2

In order to simplify the presentation of our results we make several agreements for the rest
of the paper.
We will use extended locally de nable acceptance types where di erent functions may have
di erent base sets. For example, let F = ff1; f2 g and f1 : X1k1 ! X1 and f2 : X2k2 ! X2 with
X1 6= X2. Then we settle that in fact f1 and f2 are extended to f^1 ; f^2 with base set X := X1 [ X2
as follows: f^i : X k ! X; f^i(~x) := fi (~x) if ~x 2 Xik and f^i (~x) := ?, otherwise (1  i  2).
In De nition 7 we summarize several functions which will be used in the context with extended locally de nable acceptance types. Most of the proofs in the paper can be done by
making use of these \standard" functions.
i

i

De nition 7 Let m  2 be a positive integer, let a; b 2 f0; : : :; m?1g and let A; B  f0; : : :; m?
1g. Then we have the following functions from m-valued logic:
a
1. Transformation functions: TransAB7!
7!b : f0; : : :; m ? 1g ! f0; : : :; m ? 1g, where
8
>
< a if x 2 A
A
!
7
a
TransB7!b (x) := > b if x 2 B
: ? otherwise

2. Boolean functions: Or, Or!, And, and And! : f0; : : :; m ? 1g2 ! f0; : : :; m ? 1g, where
8
8
>
>
< 0 if x = y = 0
< 0 if x = y = 0
Or(x; y) := > 1 if (x; y) 2 f(0; 1); (1; 0); (1; 1)g Or!(x; y) := > 1 if (x; y) 2 f(0; 1); (1; 0)g
: ? otherwise
: ? otherwise
8
8
>
>
< 0 if (x; y ) 2 f(0; 1); (1; 0)g
< 0 if (x; y ) 2 f(0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 0)g
And!(x; y) := > 1 if x = y = 1
And(x; y) := > 1 if x = y = 1
: ? otherwise
: ? otherwise
3. Counting functions: Addk , Modk : f0; : : :; kg2 ! f0; : : :; kg, where
(
(
if x = y = 0
x
+
y
if
x
+
y

k
Modk (x; y) := 0(x + y ? 1) mod k + 1 otherwise
Addk(x; y) := ?
otherwise
4. Function for modelling oracle access: Select : f0; : : :; m ? 1g3 ! f0; : : :; m ? 1g, where
8
>
< x if z = 1; y 6= ?
Select(x; y; z) := > y if z = 0; x 6= ?
: ? otherwise
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Next, we introduce the notion of underlined and overlined functions and numbers (e.g. we
have f; f or 0; 0; x; x etc.). Let f : f0; : : :; m ? 1gk ! f0; : : :; m ? 1g. Writing f means the
function f : f0; : : :; m ? 1gk ! f0; : : :; m ? 1g with f (x1; : : :; xk) := f (x1; : : :; xk ) and f is
unde ned, otherwise. (Underlining is handled analogously.)
Before we come to our rst results, we present a principle to be applied to F -TM's, playing
a central role in the whole work. Due to De nition 3 each root node of a computation tree of an
F -TM must evaluate to 0 or 1 (and nothing else is allowed). In this way, the functions which are
contained in F force the computation tree to be of a special structure in order to avoid values
di erent from 0 or 1 at its root. This is illustrated in the following two examples. First, consider
the case where F = fOr!g holds. To keep away from the root having e.g. value ?, it is necessary
that at most one leaf node of the tree has value 1 and all the other leaves are 0. Second, if it holds
F = ff; TransA17!7!01 g, where A = f0; 2; : : :; m ? 1g and f is some function from f0; : : :; m ? 1gk
into f0; : : :; m ? 1g, then the following tree structure (and node labelling) is imperative: The
root node of the computation tree of the F -TM is labelled with the transformation function
and is connected (by a deterministic step) to a computation tree where all inner nodes are
labelled f (and the leaf nodes are labelled by a constant from A). Otherwise, the root clearly
wouldn't evaluate to 0 or 1. The above observation will be called the propagation principle in
the following. This name is motivated by the fact that e.g. the \unde ned value" ? propagates
through the whole computation tree to the root. Thus the coming into being of a value ? always
is forbidden in a computation of a F -TM.
We start with stating (without proof due to the lack of space) that for extended acceptance
types the same normal form theorem as for Hertrampf's acceptance types holds.
Theorem 8 Let F be a nite, extended locally de nable acceptance type. Then there exists one
binary function g such that [F ]P = [fg g]P.
In what follows, we will succinctly show that extended locally de nable acceptance types are
at least as powerful as their non-extended counterparts of Hertrampf. In addition, we indicate
the closure under complementation and under the Boolean operations. Note that these results
already have been established for locally de nable acceptance types by Hertrampf [11] and that
the proofs are quite similar for our extended version.
Theorem 9 For all locally de nable acceptance types F there exists an extended locally de nable
acceptance type F 0 such that it holds (F )P = [F 0 ]P.
Proof. Let C be a class characterizable by some locally de nable acceptance type F . Then
there exists a binary function f : f0; : : :; m ? 1g2 ! f0; : : :; m ? 1g such that C = (ff g)P [11].
1
We claim that F 0 = ff; Trans107!
;2;:::;m?17!0 g serves the purpose. (The details are contained in
the full paper.) 2
Finally, we establish the closure under complementation and the closure under the Boolean
operations for extended locally de nable types. Again this is a result which also holds for
Hertrampf's acceptance types.
Lemma 10 Let C1 and C2 be locally de nable. Then the classes CoC1; C1 ^ C2 := fA \ B j A 2
C1; B 2 C2g, and C1 _ C2 := fA [ B j A 2 C1; B 2 C2g are also locally de nable.
Proof. W.l.o.g. (Theorem 8) let C = [ff g]P; C1 = [ff1g]P, and C2 = [ff2g]P. We claim that
co ? C = [ff; Trans107!7!01 g]P and C1 _ C2 = [fOr(; ); f1; f2g]P hold. Herein, Or(; ) is de ned
according to
(
if u = x, v = y
Or(; )(x; y) = ?Or(u; v) otherwise
The claim for C1 ^C2 then follows by the closure under complementation and De Morgan's laws.
(See again the full paper for details.) 2
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3 New Characterizations
We start with showing that UP, UPk , MODZk P, and UAP are all locally de nable. Note
that for all these classes it does not seem to be possible to get a characterization in terms
of a plain locally de nable acceptance type. For a TM M we denote by ACCEPT(M; x) the
number of accepting paths of M on input x. The class UP was de ned by Valiant [16] via
unambiguous polynomially time bounded TM's. Formally, a language L is a member of UP, if
there exists a polynomially time bounded NTM M such that ACCEPT(M; x) = 1 if x 2 L and
ACCEPT(M; x) = 0 if x 2= L.
Unambiguity plays an important role in complexity theory (e.g. cf. [2, 12, 13] for some
recent results) and, in particular, in cryptography where the question for existence of one-way
functions is shown to be equivalent with the question whether P = UP holds [8, 14]. UPk is
a generalization of UP de ned by Cai, Hemachandra, and Vyskoc [3]. Here up to k (for some
constant k) accepting paths are allowed rather than only one.
Theorem 11 UP and UPk are locally de nable.
Proof. We give the characterization for UPk. Clearly, from this we also have a characterization for UP since this simply means the special case k = 1. We show that it holds
0
UPk = [fAddk ; Trans017!
;:::;k7!1 g]P.
For the inclusion \" analogous to previous proofs we augment the computation tree of the
UPk -machine with a new root and a deterministic step to the root of the original tree. The new
root is labeled with the transformation function all inner nodes of the original tree are labeled
with Addk , and its leaves are labeled with values 0 or 1. Due to the de nition of Addk and
the propagation principle the claim immediately follows.
To prove \" we again apply the propagation principle. From this we have that the compu0
tation tree of an fAddk ; Trans017!
;:::;k7!1g-machine has to be of the above discussed form (that
is the root is labeled with the transformation function and the remaining inner nodes have
label Addk ). Obviously, such a tree can be simulated by a UPk -machine. 2
Beigel, Gill, and Hertrampf introduced the class MODZk P [1]. L 2 MODZk P, if there is a
polynomially time bounded NTM M , such that
ACCEPT(M; x) 6 0 (mod k) if x 2 L;
ACCEPT(M; x) = 0
if x 62 L:
In contrast to Modk P, for MODZk P rejection by m  k accepting paths is not allowed for m  1.
We have FewP  SPP  Modk P and MODZk P has some very interesting closure properties
(see [1, 6]).

Theorem 12 MODZkP is locally de nable.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof for the characterization of UPk . Like there the

number of accepting computations has to be counted (but now modulo k). It can be shown that
0
MODZk P = [fModk ; Trans017!
;:::;k?17!1 g]P. 2
Combining the concepts of unambiguity and alternation yields the class UAP. We call
an alternating TM unambiguous, if for all inputs the computation tree does contain neither
existential nodes with more than one accepting successor nor universal nodes with more than one
rejecting successor. We call the class of languages accepted by this type of TM's UAP. UAP has
some interesting properties, which we list without proof: UPk  UAP, UAP  SPP  P,
and UAP  rP \ Co rP. For a de nition of Wagner's class rP see [11] or [18], for a de nition
of SPP see [6]. The next theorem shows another surprising property of UAP.

Theorem 13 FewP  UAP.
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Proof. Let M be an NTM with at most p(n) accepting paths, where p is some polynomial. Let
Lm := f w j jjNM (w)jj  m g. Clearly, Lp n = ; and L = L(M ).
For 1  m  p(n) an unambiguous, alternating TM can compute Lm as follows: Nondeter( )+1

1

ministically choose method (i) or (ii).
(i) First guess m di erent computation paths (p1; : : :; pm) of M . If all of them are accepting
paths, then accept i w 2= Lm+1 . If there are rejecting paths among p1; : : :; pm then reject.
(ii) Accept i w 2 Lm+1 .
w 2 Lm+1 or w 2= Lm+1 is determined by the same method. A simple induction shows
that this computation is correct and unambiguous (including the choice (i) and (ii)). Since the
computation ends, when m reaches p(n) + 1, it is also polynomially time bounded. 2
From Theorem 13 we also get the new inclusion FewP 2 rP. UAP is in some way an
\unambiguous analogue" of rP. The following table compares relationships between rP and
other complexity classes (see [18]) to results about UAP.

1-NP  rP
UP  UAP
rP  8  P UAP  P
rP  C=P
UAP  SPP
Here C= P is de ned in [17] and SPP in [6]. We can also nd Few-NP  rP as an analogue of
Theorem 13. (Few-NP is de ned by machines that accept a word, i they have more than zero
and less than p(n) accepting paths and reject, otherwise.) The proof is a little variation of the
proof of Theorem 13. Another simple variation of the above proof shows even Few  UAP. The
known relations Few  SPP and Few  Modk P follow from this. To our best knowledge UAP
is the smallest class containing Few , though our proof seems to be substantially easier than the
proof of Few  SPP [6].

Theorem 14 UAP is locally de nable.
Proof. Again the proof essentially is a variation of the proof method used in Theorem 11. We
claim that it holds UAP = [fAnd!; Or!g]P. 2

By Theorem 9 all classes characterizable by locally de nable acceptance types are also characterizable by extended locally de nable acceptance types. Hertrampf showed that if a class
C is characterizable , also 9C , 8C ,  C , and MODk C are characterizable. We will now prove
that extended locally de nable acceptance types are also closed under these operations. Theorem 9 is not sucient for this purpose, see for example 8UP. Moreover, we show closure of
extended locally de nable acceptance types also under the operations 9! and 8! introduced by
Hemachandra, as well as under MODZk which is de ned analogously to the MODk operator
in [11].

De nition 15
1. L 2 9! C i there exists a language A 2 C and a polynomial p such that for all x, y , z such
that jy j; jz j  p(jxj), hx; y i; hx; z i 2 A we have y = z , and
x 2 L () 9y : jyj  p(jxj) ^ hx; yi 2 A;
2. 8! C = Co 9! Co C .

Theorem 16 If C is locally de nable, then 9C , 8C , 9! C , 8! C , MODk C , and MODZk C are also
locally de nable.

Proof. Let C = [ff g]P. We establish the following equalities:
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0
1. 9C = [ff; Trans017!
7!1 ; Org]P,

0
2. 8C = [ff; Trans017!
7!1 ; Andg]P,

0
3. 9! C = [ff; Trans017!
7!1 ; Or!g]P,

0
4. 8! C = [ff; Trans017!
7!1 ; And!g]P,

0;k7!0
0
5. MODk C = [ff; Trans017!
7!1; Modk ; Trans1;:::;k?17!1 g]P,

0
07!0
6. MODZk C = [ff; Trans017!
7!1; Modk ; Trans1;:::;k?17!1g]P.
The rst four points all lead to computation trees of the same form: First we have a tree
(including the root node) where nodes are labeled with Or (And, Or!, And!, respectively),
then each leaf of this tree is connected to some node labeled with the transformation function,
and nally each of these nodes has a subtree where all inner nodes are labeled with f . Note that
this shape of computation trees of F -machines is imperative due to the propagation principle.
Clearly, here and in the following e.g. the f -part of the above tree has to be understood as a
tree which has values from f0; : : :; m ? 1g at its leaves and outputs 0 or 1. In the most trivial
case, this means that such an f -part may only consist of constant labels 0 or 1 (without nodes
labeled f ).
Now we take a closer look at the characterization of 9C . The inclusion \" can be seen in the
following way. By de nition of the 9 operator it holds that L 2 C i there exists a language A 2 C
and a polynomial p such that x 2 L () 9y : jy j  p(jxj) ^ hx; y i 2 A. This mechanism can be
0
simulated by an ff; Trans017!
7!1 ; Org-machine as follows. We use a computation tree as described
above. The Or-part is used to guess the string y and the f -part is used to simulate the ff gmachine for C on input hx; y i. Here we check whether it holds hx; y i 2 A. The transformation
function in the above tree is just needed to have a clear seperation between the (existential)
guessing of y and the simulation of the machine for C by f .
0
For the reverse direction we show that an ff; Trans017!
7!1 ; Org-machine with computation tree
of the above described shape (which is the only one possible due to the propagation principle)
can be simulated by 9C . First, we have to existentially guess a path y through the Or-part of
the above tree. Then this y is used to check whether hx; y i 2 C holds (where x denotes the input
word). This obviously is the analogue to the f -part of the above tree. Then the simulation leads
to an acceptance i the root of an f -part evaluates to 1, which again has the consequence that
the root (which is labeled Or) of the whole computation tree evaluates to 1. (Note that 1 will
be mapped to 1 by the transformation function.)
Thus the claim for the rst characterization follows. The claims for 8C , 9! C , and 8! C are
proven in a similar way and, therefore, are omitted.
The proofs for MODk C and MODZk are quite similar. In both cases due to the propagation
principle the computation tree of an F -machine has to be of the following shape. The root node is
7!0
07!0
labeled Trans10;k;:::;k
?17!1 (resp. Trans1;:::;k?17!1 ), then we have a subtree where nodes are labeled
0
with Modk , then each leaf of this Modk -part is connected to some node labeled Trans017!
7!1 , and
nally each of these nodes has a subtree where all inner nodes are labeled with f . The nal
leaf nodes are labeled 0; : : :; k. Note that the only di erence between MODk C and MODZk C
lies in the transformation function applied at the root of the whole computation tree. Now
the proof is done analogously to that for 9C . We only need a second transformation function
since the outcome of a Modk -part not necessarily is restricted to two values as is demanded for
F -machines. 2
UAP is de ned by unambiguous, alternating TM's. If we restrict the maximum number of
alternations to some constant we get the levels of the so-called unambiguous alternation hierarchy. Hemachandra showed that these levels coincide with classes obtained from UP by iteratively
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applying unambiguous existential and universal polynomially length bounded quanti cation, so
e.g. AUP
= 8! 9! P = 8! UP, AUP
2
2 = 9! 8! P.
In the case of normal existential and universal polynomially length bounded quanti ers we get
the levels of the polynomial time hierarchy [15] which coincide with the levels of the alternation
hierarchy [19]. For unambiguous computation, however, the oracle and alternation hierarchies do
not seem to coincide. Hemachandra could prove that all levels of the unambiguous alternation
hierarchy coincide with levels of the unambiguous one-query oracle hierarchy.
As a corollary of the last theorem we therefore can characterize all levels of the unambiguous
one-query hierarchy in terms of extended locally de nable acceptance types.
To show that all levels of the polynomial time hierarchy are characterizable by locally denable acceptance types, Hertrampf showed closure of locally de nable acceptance types under
two operations which he calls 0 and 0. For our situation it seems better to prove the following,
even more extensive theorem directly:

Theorem 17 If C is locally de nable, then PC ; UPC , and NPC are locally de nable, too.
Proof. Theorem 17 is a special case of the more general Theorem 24. For a direct proof
one could use the following functions. Let C = [ff g]P. We claim that PC = [ff; Selectg]P,
UPC = [ff; Select; Org]P, and NPC = [ff; Select; Org]P. Herein, Or is de ned as follows:
(

if x = y = 1 or x =  and y =
6 ? or y =  and x =6 ?
Or(x; y) := Or
(x; y ) otherwise
2

Observe that by Theorem 17 we are able to characterize all levels of the UP oracle hierarchy.
Thus we have both unambiguous hierarchies characterized in the uni ed framework of extended
locally de nable acceptance types.

4 Access to unambiguous computations
The computation of a TM with access to an oracle can be interpreted in di erent ways. One
possibility is to interpret the oracle as a database, a second one to see accesses to the oracle
as subroutine calls or even remote procedure calls on some di erent computer. In the database
case, all answers \are there", while in the subroutine view answers are computed if and only if
they are queried.
The class PUP , for example, is obtained in a database like way. For each language L 2 PUP,
there is an oracle TM (OTM) M and an oracle A 2 UP, such that L = L(M; A). A is the
database and A 2 UP means that all entries in the database are computed by an unambiguous
polynomially time bounded NTM.
Cai, Hemachandra, and Vyskoc [3] introduced the class PUP which can be interpreted in a
subroutine access way. Here L 2 PUP i L = L(M; A), A 2 UP , but A needs not necessarily
be accepted by an unambiguous TM MA . It suces that MA is unambiguous only on all
queries posted by M . The overall computation (computation of M together with subroutine
computations of MA ) remains unambiguous. Cai, Hemachandra, and Vyskoc claim that this
notion of access to unambiguous computation (called guarded access ), is more natural than the
database view.
In this section we will show that guarded access is characterizable by extended locally denable acceptance types. Our contribution, however, goes deeper than this. We provide new
insight into the problem of how to access unambiguous computations. Since extended locally
de nable acceptance types do not use oracles or other global concepts like number of accepting
paths, they are a good means for an \overall computation" model. Extended locally de nable acceptance types show which concepts can be realized by local conditions in a computation model.
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The characterization of guarded oracle access supports the conjecture of Cai, Hemachandra,
and Vyskoc that guarded access to unambiguous computation is a natural notion. Surprisingly,
however, the unrestricted (\database") access is characterizable by extended locally de nable
acceptance types, too.
In the remainder of this section we will formalize these ideas, state and prove the results. To
formalize guarded access, Cai, Hemachandra, and Vyskoc used the notion of promise problems
introduced by Even, Selman, and Yacobi.

De nition 18 [5] A promise problem is a pair of predicates (Q; R). Q is called the promise

and R the property.

De nition 19 [3] We de ne UP (\promise UP") as the following class of promise problems:
f(Qi; Ri) j i  1g, where N ; N ; : : : is a standard enumeration of nondeterministic polynomialtime Turing machines with Qi = fw j jjNi(w)jj  1g, and Ri = fw j jjNi(w)jj  1g.
De nition 20 Let A = (Q; R) be a promise problem. We say that L 2 PA if there is a
1

2

deterministic polynomial-time Turing machine M such that L = L(M; R), and for every string
x, in the computation of M every query z made to the oracle satis es z 2 Q. UPA and NPA
are de ned analogously.

For the proofs in this section we need the following technical notion:
De nition 21 Let F be an extended locally de nable acceptance type. (A; B) 2 hF iP i there
is an NTM M and an evaluation scheme as in De nition 2, but
 the root of M evaluates to one of (0; 0), (0; 1), (1; 0), or (1; 1) for all possible inputs,
 w 2 A i the root of M evaluates either to (1; 0) or (1; 1) on input w,
 w 2 B i the root of M evaluates either to (0; 1) or (1; 1) on input w.
By (0; 0), (0; 1), (1; 0), (1; 1) we understand comfortable names of integers, e.g., 0, 1, 2, and 3.

Lemma 22 UP = hfhgiP, where h : f(0; 1); (1; 0); (1; 1)g ! f(0; 1); (1; 0); (1; 1)g is de ned as
2

h (0; 1) (1; 0) (1; 1)
(0; 1) (0; 1) (0; 1) (0; 1)
(1; 0) (0; 1) (1; 0) (1; 1)
(1; 1) (0; 1) (1; 1) (0; 1)
Proof. \:" Let M be a polynomially time bounded NTM. Label all accepting nal con gurations of the computation tree of M by (1; 1) and all rejecting ones by (1; 0). If all inner
con gurations are labeled by h, then the root evaluates to (0; 1) i there are more than one
accepting paths, to (1; 1) if there is exactly one, and to (1; 0) if there is no accepting path at all.
This means (A; B ) 2 hff giP, where A = f w j jjM (w)  1 g, B = f w j jjM (w)  1 g.
\:" Let (A; B ) 2 hff giP. We have to show that there is a polynomial time bounded
NTM Ni such that A = f w j jjNi(w)jj  1 g and B = f w j jjNi(w)jj  1 g.
Since (A; B ) 2 hff giP, there is a witnessing TM M , i.e., the root of M 's computation tree
on input w evaluates to (1; 0) or (1; 1), if w 2 A and to (0; 1) or (1; 1), if w 2 B . Let M 0 be an
NTM which works as follows: M 0 simulates M using its nondeterminism to simulate branches
of M labeled by f . If M 0 reaches a nal con guration of M labeled by (1; 0) it rejects. If it is
labeled (1; 1), it accepts and if it is labeled (0; 1), M 0 nondeterministically chooses two accepting
con gurations. Note that (by induction) M 0 has more than one accepting path, i the root of M
evaluates to (0; 1), it has exactly one accepting path, i the root of M evaluates to (1; 1), and
it has no accepting path at all, i the root of M evaluates to (1; 0). Note that no leaves are
labeled by (0; 0) since (0; 0) does not occur in the base set of h. 2
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In order to prove the next theorem we need a technical lemma which states that the closure of
a class hF iP under polynomial time reductions stays the same, if the base set of F is completed
with f(0; 0); (0; 1)g. For a class hF iP itself this claim is in general false. For example, (;; ;) 2=
UP = hfhgiP, but (;; ;) 2 hfh0giP, where h0 is de ned as h, but additionally h0((0; 0)) := (0; 0).

Lemma 23 Let id : f(0; 0); (0; 1)g ! f(0; 0); (0; 1)g; x 7! x and F 0 = FhF[i fidg, where
F is
hF i
an extended locally de nable acceptance type. Then PhF iP = PhF iP , UP
NPhF iP = NPhF iP .
0

P

0

= UP

0

P

, and

Theorem
24 Let F be an extended locally de nable acceptance type. Then PhF i , UPhF i , and
hF i
P

NP

P

P

are locally de nable.

Proof. We claim without proof that there is a single boolean function f such that hF iP =
hff giP. (It can be shown by the same techniques as in Theorem 8.) Let F = ff; Chooseg,
F = ff; Choose; Org, and F = ff; Choose; Org, where Choose is de ned as
8
6 ?
>
> x if z = (1; 1), y =
<
; 0), x =
6 ?
Choose(x; y; z) := > y ifif zz == (1
(0
;
0)
or
z = (0; 1), x 6= ?, y 6= ?
>
: ? otherwise
1

2

3

We will show [F1 ]P = PhF iP , [F2 ]P = UPhF iP , and [F3]P = NPhF iP .
\:" The propagation principle tells us that a computation tree of an Fi -machine M consists
of nodes labeled Choose with an f -subtree on the right. In the case of F2 (resp. F3 ) there may
be also Or's (resp. Or's) outside of f -subtrees. Also due to the propagation principle right
successors of Choose-nodes have always value (1; 0), (1; 1), (0; 0), or (0; 1). Let us call in the
case of (1; 0) or (0; 0) the left successor \forbidden", in the case of (1; 1) or 0; 0) the middle
successor is forbidden. By induction it can be seen that the result of an Fi -machine is 1, i there
exists an path from the root to some leaf in the computation tree of M , such that all nodes on
the path have value 1 and there are no forbidden nodes among them. In the case of F1 and F2
there can be at most one such path (for F2 we again have to apply the propagation principle to
show this). Along such a path all Choose-nodes get only values (1; 0) or (1; 1) from their right
successor (propagation principle!).
For F1 a DTM can nd this path (there is at most one) by avoiding forbidden nodes as follows:
By queries to a suitable oracle (A; B ), the DTM nds out the value of the right successor of a
Choose-node on the path and thus knows which successor is forbidden. The oracle is de ned as
follows: p 2 A, i p encodes a computation path of M starting at the root of the computation
tree and ending on top of an f -subtree which has value (1; 0) or (1; 1). B consists of those p,
such that the encoded path ends at a top of an f -tree with value (0; 1) or (1; 1). Note that in this
way no promise breaking questions are asked and (A; B ) 2 hF [fidgiP. For F2 and F3 an NTM
can guess the path and verify with the help of an hff giP oracle that no forbidden nodes are on
the path. This has to be done beginning from the root to the leaf in order to not ask promise
breaking questions. In the case of F2 the NTM works unambiguously, since there is at most
one such path. We have shown [F1 ]P  PhF [fidgi , [F2]P  UPhF [fidgi , and [F3]P  NPhF [fidgi .
Lemma 23 completes the proof.
\:" Let L 2 PhF iP (resp. L 2 UPhF iP , L 2 NPhF iP ) and M be a witnessing OTM with
oracle (A; B ) 2 hF iP, i.e., L = L(M; (A; B )). M can be simulated by an Fi -machine as follows: Nondeterministic steps of M are simulated by Or- (resp. Or-steps), oracle queries by a
Choose-con guration, where the rightmost (third) successor is an f -subcomputation, computing (0; 1) or (1; 1) for a positive and (0; 0) or (1; 0) for a negative oracle answer. The leftmost
( rst) successor is the root of a subcomputation simulating M after a positive oracle answer, the
middle successor after a negative answer. Let us call the successor corresponding to the right
answer of the oracle the correct one. Paths in the computation tree of the Fi -machine traversing
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only correct successors of Choose-nodes correspond to computation paths of M . On such paths
no promise breaking questions are asked and such the values of f -subtrees adjacent to this path
are (1; 0) or (1; 1). This means that no values  are created and thus the leaf values at the end
of those paths reach the root (possibly composed by Or or Or nodes). The result is 1, if there
exists an accepting path of M , and 0 otherwise.
In the whole computation tree no ? is generated.  is generated only in parts of the tree
corresponding to subcomputations after wrong oracle answers. These 's are \absorbed" by
Choose-nodes and never a ect the result. 2

Corollary
25
All levels of the unambiguous promise hierarchy and especially PUP , UPUP , and
UP

NP

are locally de nable.
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